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RAC Vehicle Benefits, recognising that
most people engaged within the education
sector are essential car users, are promoting
a money saving peace of mind breakdown cover.

Key benefits being:
Discounts of up to 50% compared to RAC online pricing
Purchase cover anytime throughout the year
4 levels of cover
Cover up to 4 vehicles per policy

Cover Options

Roadside assistance  
“we fix 4 out of 5 on the spot”

Unlimited tow
 “To any UK garage or destination”

Unlimited callouts

Roadside assistance
“we fix 4 out of 5 on the spot”

Unlimited tow
“To any UK garage or destination”

Unlimited callouts

Home start
“We’ll rescue you anywhere, 
and we’ll always try to fix you 
on the spot”

Roadside assistance
“we fix 4 out of 5 on the spot”

Unlimited tow
“To any UK garage or destination”

Unlimited callouts

Home start
“We’ll rescue you anywhere, 
and we’ll always try to fix you 
on the spot”

Onward travel 
“Keep mobile with any combination 
of car hire, taxi or hotel whilst your 
cars being fixed”

Roadside assistance
“we fix 4 out of 5 on the spot”

Unlimited tow
“To any UK garage or destination”

Unlimited callouts

Home start
“We’ll rescue you anywhere,
and we’ll always try to fix you 
on the spot”

Onward travel
“Keep mobile with any combination 
of car hire, taxi or hotel whilst your 
cars being fixed”

European Multi-Trip Cover 
“English speaking help & cover 
in 49 countries”

£46.44
Annual price - per vehicle

£53.64
Annual price - per vehicle

£102.72
Annual price - per vehicle

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Academic breakdown cover.

Sign up online at www.vehiclebenefits.co.uk using the 
company code and passcode here:
Company Code: Contact Staffbenefits@leeds.ac.uk for code
Passcode: Contact Staffbenefits@leeds.ac.uk for code

 

  Log in via the Vehicle Benefits website

Choose level of Cover

Relax, you’re covered by RAC

£74.28
Annual price - per vehicle

https://www.vehiclebenefits.co.uk/

